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EEA Expands Presence in Asia

The EEA is pleased to announce the opening
of our regional office in China and appointment
of Dr. Weijia Zhang, Wanchain’s vice
president of engineering, as the EEA’s
Regional Head. Zhang will support the EEA’s
standards initiative and promote the EEA in
local activities such as hackathons,
workshops, training sessions, and
conferences. “Zhang’s blockchain expertise
and leadership will help to accelerate
blockchain adoption in China and encourage
China-based blockchain enterprises to join
EEA’s growing member base and support EEA members in China,” said EEA Executive
Director Ron Resnick.  See the press release.  

This month, J.P. Morgan became the first US bank to create and successfully test a digital
coin representing a fiat currency. The JPM Coin is built on blockchain-based technology
(it was built on Quorum, an enterprise Ethereum platform), enabling the instantaneous
transfer of payments between institutional accounts. Only a tiny fraction of payments will
initially be transmitted using the cryptocurrency, but the trial represents the first real-world
use of a digital coin by a major US bank. Learn more.  

Newest Members
The Enterprise Ethereum Alliance connects Fortune 500 enterprises, startups,
academics, and technology vendors with Ethereum subject matter experts. We currently
have more than 385 members located in 45 countries. We recently welcomed 5 new
members to the EEA. 

Roaring Industries LLC 
 

Cartesi Pte.Ltd. 
 

BarterTrade 
 

Galileo Platforms Limited 
 

ReturnValues 
 

View All EEA Members

Read about EEA members in the news here.

Become a Member
The EEA is the industry’s first global standards organization to develop open, blockchain
specifications that drive harmonization and interoperability for businesses and
consumers worldwide. Our global community of members is made up of leaders,
adopters, innovators, developers, and businesses who collaborate to create an open,
decentralized web for the benefit of everyone. Join us and contribute to our work!

Learn more here and contact membership@entethalliance.org. 

Smartereum: Enterprise Ethereum Alliance Kicks off New Regional Office in China, Feb.
15, 2019
CoinJournal: Enterprise Ethereum Alliance Opens Regional Office in China; Forms
Token Task Force,  Feb. 15, 2019
Bitcoin Exchange Guide: China Welcomes Regional Office for Enterprise Ethereum
Alliance, Feb. 15, 2019
TOKENPOST: Enterprise Ethereum Alliance to launch token task force in 2019, Feb. 15,
2019
Cointelegraph: Enterprise Ethereum Alliance Opens Regional Office in China, Feb. 15,
2019
Cointelegraph: Enterprise-Focused Ethereum Standards Consortium EEA to Form
Token Task Force, Feb 14, 2019
CryptoVibes: South Korea KEB Hana Bank Joins Enterprise Ethereum Alliance, Jan.
22, 2019
TheNews.Asia: LG CNS joins Enterprise Ethereum Alliance, Jan. 17, 2019
Korea IT Times: LG CNS joins Enterprise Ethereum Alliance (EEA), Jan. 17, 2019
Coindesk: Barclays and Clearmatics Call on Coders to Help Blockchains Talk to Each
Other, Jan. 19, 2019 

See More

Envision Blockchain Block Party US Roadshow
Feb./Mar. - Multiple Cities

Envision Blockchain is partnering with Microsoft to present enterprise blockchain lunch-
and-learn events throughout the US. Designed for business and IT leaders, Envision’s
Block Party 2019 events include presentations such as What is the Difference Between a
Centralized Database and a Blockchain and How Blockchain Networks Create
Innovation and Drive the Bottom Line. The remaining events are happening at the
Microsoft Technology Centers in the following cities: Chicago (3/5), Minneapolis (3/7),
and Houston (3/14). See the schedule here. 

EthCC 2019
Mar. 5-7 - Paris

EthCC launched last year to great success and this year’s program promises to be even
better with 130 speakers scheduled to participate. EthCC is being held within the
historical buildings of the CNAM, one of France's top engineering schools. This
conference is part of a week-long celebration of Ethereum, including an Ethereum
Magicians Council gathering on Mar. 4, and an ETHParis Hackathon following the
conference on Mar. 8-10.  

Register

Scholars in Blockchain International Scientific Conference
Mar. 12 - London

EEA is joining IBM, Johns Hopkins, and other prestigious institutions at this first-ever
Scholars in Blockchain International Scientific Conference. Blockchain researchers from
six continents are presenting their ground-breaking, peer-reviewed research abstracts.
Chair of EEA Technical Standards Committee Conor Svensson will be participating in the
panel discussion on the role of enterprises in supporting blockchain research. This event
is organized by the British Blockchain Association.  

Register

Synchronize 2019
Apr. 17  - New York

EEA is proud to be a Patron Sponsor for Synchronize 2019 this April, the only blockchain
conference dedicated to the real world production of DLT in wholesale financial services.
The event will bring together 500+ senior financial institutions, startups, regulators,
technologists, investors and more. Hear from Executive Director Ron Resnick as he
speaks alongside financial services blockchain leaders during the afternoon track, "Open
Source, Community, Standards." We will also be exhibiting, so be sure to stop by our
booth to chat about all the possibilities of blockchain. 

Register

Blockchain Revolution
Apr. 24-25  - Toronto

Executive Director Ron Resnick will be speaking alongside other blockchain technology
leaders, such as Don Tapscott and Joe Lubin, at this inaugural conference. Hosted by the
Blockchain Research Institute, a global independent blockchain think-tank, this event is
bringing together thinkers, builders and pioneers focused on accelerating the blockchain
revolution. Grammy-award winning recording artist and renowned tech innovator,
ImogenHeap, will be performing at the opening of the conference -- you don't want to
miss it!  
 
Get great exposure for your company at Blockchain Revolution Global! Nominate your
company's blockchain solution or technology leader for the Enterprise Blockchain
Awards, which close on Mar. 13. 
 

Register

Blockchain Expo World Series
Apr. 25-26  - London

Don't miss the chance to hear from EEA Technical Specification Committee Chair Conor
Svensson, Founder, and CEO of Web3 Labs, at the London Blockchain Expo, the
leading global established blockchain for business event. He’ll be speaking on Day 1
during the Blockchain Solutions for Enterprise Track on ways to harness enterprise
blockchain standards to create real-world, interoperable applications for business
environments worldwide. This event will bring together industry leaders for two days of
world-class content from leading brands embracing and developing cutting-edge
blockchain technologies. 

Register

Ethereal Summit
May 10-11 - New York City

The EEA is excited to be sponsoring this kick-off event for Blockchain Week NYC. Come
visit our booth in the exhibit hall to learn more about the continuous evolution of our
Enterprise Ethereum standards work, rapidly growing Ethereum developer ecosystem
and roadmap for the future. 

Register

Consensus 2019
May 13-19 - New York City

The EEA is also sponsoring and exhibiting at Consensus 2019, presented by Coindesk,
during Blockchain Week NYC at the New York Hilton Midtown and Sheraton New York
Times Square Hotel. EEA Executive Director Ron Resnick will be one of the 200+
speakers at this conference. Register now and learn how companies and industries
worldwide are taking advantage of EEA’s blockchain standards; testing and certification
program; and the growing developer community. Be sure to stop by EEA Booth #106,
located on the second floor of the New York Hilton Midtown.  

Register

Check our events page on the EEA website. 

Connect with us

Enterprise Ethereum Alliance is a trademark of the Ethereum Foundation. Use of the trademark by Enterprise
Ethereum Alliance is authorized by a license granted by the Ethereum Foundation. The license to use does not

create a partnership, agency, sponsorship, endorsement or any other similar relationship between the Enterprise
Ethereum Alliance and the Ethereum Foundation.
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